The equivalent of three art scholarships is available annually to graduating high school seniors. The scholarships will be awarded as three full scholarships, six (1/2) scholarships or some combination of the two. The scholarships will be awarded for one year and may be renewed for the second year upon recommendation of the recipients' art instructors. Payment of the scholarship awards will be made in the form of a waiver of tuition. Recipients must be prospective or current Art Majors in the Associate of Fine Art Degree path.

**ART SCHOLARSHIP PORTFOLIO GUIDELINES**

See Art Calendar on Art Department page for deadlines

**Submit Portfolios to:**
Room 206, 208 or 212, Fine Arts Building, Jefferson College
OR
Room 110, Arts & Sciences I, Jefferson College

3-D work to be labeled individually and properly packed (as if for shipment).

Dirty, scuffed or otherwise poorly presented work will not be considered.

A minimum of ten pieces, maximum of fifteen.

Portfolio must contain FULL IDENTIFICATION OF APPLICANT (address, phone, major area of interest in the arts, high school) ON THE OUTSIDE.

TRANSCRIPT MUST BE INCLUDED IN PORTFOLIO.

Portfolio may contain a letter of recommendation from applicant's art instructor.

Check ART CALENDAR for Portfolio pick-up dates. Or contact us to schedule an appointment.

All should be sent or delivered to:

Jefferson College Art Department
Attn: Nick Nihira, Blake Carroll
1000 Viking Dr.
Hillsboro, MO 63050

If you are out of the district, and plan on shipping a portfolio, please contact us to let us know to expect it. Following the review process, arrangements must be made to pick up portfolios in person. **We will not ship portfolios back to you.**